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"The Rough Guide Map South Africa" is the perfect starting-point for exploring South Africa's

kaleidoscope of cultural and environmental attractions, pin-pointing the best that South Africa has to

offer. It leads you to every corner of this spectacular country, from the bays around Table Mountain

and the Cape to the mysterious Drakensberg Mountains and the majestic Kruger National Park.

Reliable, user-friendly and printed in full-color on waterproof, rip-proof paper, this slick, up-to-date

map presents the whole of South Africa with impeccable accuracy, making it an unmissable travel

companion on your journey to Africa's southern tip. Make the most of your holiday with "The Rough

Guide Map South Africa".
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Compact, waterproof and practically indestructible --Sunday Express

We purchased this map for planning purposes to use here in the US. It is extremely detailed and

great for tourist information and mileage. It is large and divided into two sections so it might not be

easy to use in the car while driving - but spread out on a desk, it's great.***Added after the trip:

While navigating in the car I either worked off one side of the map or the other. It is printed on very

heavy duty paper and held up quite well. Its size wasn't a problem.We took a total of two maps and

two books:1. Rough Guide Map South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland (reviewed here)2. Map of

South Africa3. Insight Guide of South Africa4. Rough Guide to Cape TownPurchased before we



left:5. AC Power Travel Adapter plug for South Africa and Nambia with Dual plug-in portsAll of the

above are reviewed here on .We purchased a South Africa chip for our Garmin when we were

planning the trip. The company lost our order and the chip never arrived in time so we ended up

buying a Garmin unit for South Africa ($170 USD) in Cape Town and that was a good decision. If

you are driving anywhere in South Africa, you will need a GPS system of some type - so plan

accordingly.It's a wonderful country that has a blend of people and languages that is awesome. You

will enjoy yourself!

Heading to Africa later this year and needed a current travel map. Somewhat hard to find at the

local book stores as not that many customers are looking for that specific area. This one meets our

needs and is exactly what we need for the trip. Lots of good current information on roads and

especially Kruger Park, which is our destination.

I was making up S.Africa one step at a time.Since I had no idea where I was going or what I was

doing next,A map helped, I crossed it against freebie Gas Station Maps, worked well.The road

system is top notch, but the signage is a bit odd or incorrect,if you are going to drive around

S.Africa, maps help.

Good quality and seems to have a lot of detail--I'll know better when I visit South Africa next spring!

Heavy paper, not easily torn.

This map is large, clear, durable, and easy to follow. My trip to SA is scheduled for next summer, so

I can't yet say if the map will be effective in the field (we'll have GPS anyway). I ordered the map to

get a complete picture of the country and where everything is, and for that, it's fine.

This is a pretty detailed map. Only major disadvantage is that the map is divided onto 2 pages: One

side is one half of the country and you need to turn over for the remainder of the country. So not one

big map on 1 page. May lead to some confusion.Otherwise, it will do the job! It's waterproof which is

a great advantage.Happy travels in Africa!

The map is perfect to plan a driving trip. It has all the regular map info and it has the sightseeing

highlights listed as well.



Item was as described. Brand new! Very happy. Holiday was aided with this map purchase :)
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